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SIGNAGE / INSTALLATIONSIGNAGE / INSTALLATION-
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PANEL MOUNT (TOP & SIDE)-Q SYSTEMPANEL MOUNT (TOP & SIDE)-Q SYSTEM

With the top cap removed, the bracket is fastened to the side of the top cap
with the adhesive provided on the back of the bracket. Remove the release liner exposing the adhesive and press

bracket firmly onto the top cap.
OPTIONAL: a #6 x 1/2" screw is he existing 1/8" holes at either end (both
sides) of the top cap or otherwise a 1/8" hole must be drilled for an alternate sign location along the top of the panel.
Use the hole in the bracket as a template for drilling.

Bracket clips into the slots of the hanger frame. A #6 x 1/2" pan head screw (provided) secures the
bracket to the panel and prevents the bracket from "hinging". Do not drill a hole.

The back half of the dot is attached to the bracket with a #8-32 x 5/8" flat head screw. A 3/32" allen wrench
(provided) is required to loosen or tighten the screw. The dot can rotate with this screw loose to position the plaque.

The screw holding the back half of the dot to the bracket to hold the dot and the plaque in
desired position.

Hold plaque against shoulder of dot and turn cap and washer tightly against plaque, (rubber side of washer against
plaque).

TOP PANEL:

SIDE PANEL:

just under the top cap
"lip"

provided to either attach the bracket to t

Use a screw driver and the hole in the
bracket as a template to align and fasten the screw through the fabric into the fiber board at the side of the panel.

must be firmly tightened
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WASHER
Part no. 100067
(Protective rubber
side against plaque)

WASHER
Part no. 100067
(Protective rubber
side against plaque)
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#8-32 X 5/8" FLAT HEAD CAP SCREW
Part no. 100040-1
(requires 3/32" allen wrench.)
IMPORTANT: Screw must be firmly tightened
to hold Dot and Plaque in desired position.
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